
  

1. O Ariño Beach and Recreational Area 
2. Rego dos Coiros Beach 
3. Ariña Branca Beach 
4. Insua Hill 
5. Amparo Mine’s remains 
6. Agramar Fountain 
7. Lamastredo River's mouth 

 

Points of interest 

 

1. O Ariño Beach and Recreational Area  
This trail starts at O Ariño Beach, and has a recreation 
area equipped with public toilets, parking, showers, 
benches, tables, and grills. It is one of the safest beaches 
in the municipality of Camariñas. 
 

2. Rego dos Coiros Beach 
A beach next to O Ariño Beach, with smooth and white 
sand from  which you can see the estuary’s shore in 
Muxía. Since it is in the estuary, it is sheltered from the 
wind. 
 

3. Ariña Branca Beach 
It is 100m long and 30m wide, bordered with pine trees, 
and has quiet and crystal clear water. This heach is also 
sheltered from the wind. 
 
 
 

 

4. Insua Hill 
Following the trail when it splits to the right, we will 
ascend 100m until we find this place. This is the highest 
point of the route and from here we can see a panoramic 
view of the estuary, the marina and fishing port of 
Camariñas, Lingunde and Area de Vila beaches and 
constructions like the shrine to “La Virgen del Monte” 
and Cedeimar canning factory, the oldest in the Costa da 
Morte. 
 
5. Amparo Mine’s remains.  
On the main path are the remains of an old wolfram 
mine called "Amparo Mine". Wolfram was very 
important for arms manufacturing in the Second World 
War. This mine was used from the 9th of July 1947 to the 
7th of August 1959. Almost 30 people worked in this 
mining area. 
 
6. Agramar Fountain 
The second diversion on this trail takes us to a natural 
fountain, a curious geological phenomenon. It originates 
at the edge of the sea and at high tide at comes into 
contact with the saltwater. 
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Partial view of the Basa estuary from Insua Hill 

 



http://www.turismocamarinas.net/

